Liquid state machines and cultured cortical networks: the separation property.
In vitro neural networks of cortical neurons interfaced to a computer via multichannel microelectrode arrays (MEA) provide a unique paradigm to create a hybrid neural computer. Unfortunately, only rudimentary information about these in vitro network's computational properties or the extent of their abilities are known. To study those properties, a liquid state machine (LSM) approach was employed in which the liquid (typically an artificial neural network) was replaced with a living cortical network and the input and readout functions were replaced by the MEA-computer interface. A key requirement of the LSM architecture is that inputs into the liquid state must result in separable outputs based on the liquid's response (separation property). In this paper, high and low frequency multi-site stimulation patterns were applied to the living cortical networks. Two template-based classifiers, one based on Euclidean distance and a second based on a cross-correlation were then applied to measure the separation of the input-output relationship. The result was over a 95% (99.8% when nonstationarity is compensated) input reconstruction accuracy for the high and low frequency patterns, confirming the existence of the separation property in these biological networks.